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Today, social media has become integrated into our everyday lives. Twitter and 
Instagram specifically are used by companies to gain a following, to which they can then 
market to easily, and at a low cost. Brands are able to gain a large following count, up to 
5 million follower, some more. I want to as the main topic of my research understand 
how companies use these tools to market their brands. But then I would also like to 
explore why certain companies are more likely to use Instagram and some are more likely 
to use Twitter. What are the demographics of these social media, that they feel one 
appeals to their interest more than the other?  

My theory is that, Instagram is more used by a female demographic, and so 
fashion brands are more likely to use Instagram to appeal the visual aesthetic of a young 
women demographic. Twitter on the other hand is used by established brands, that are not 
so interested in marketing a “new” product, but rather to keep a presence on social media 
and entertain.  

 
I} Research Question: What are the differences in brands that chose to market on         

Instagram, vs. those that chose to market on Twitter? 
 
Intro: 
 In order to understand the social media workings of our modern day society, I decided 

to tackle just a small factor of the influence that social media has on the way that 
marketing has changed in the digital age. I will not be focusing on all areas of social 
media, but instead only on Twitter and Instagram. I will explain how these two have 
changed the way the audience views marketing and branding, as well as also 
describing the differences between these two social networks. I am interested in 
uncovering how and why marketing is different depending on the platforms of 
different social media. I have found resources that also ask similar questions, and have 
done research on  the integration and frequent use of these two networks on a daily 
basis.  

 
I would like to look more into. And as a reference about the effectiveness of social 
media I want to ask a fiend of mine that started a party favor brand on Etsy, who 
mentioned to be that social media presence is relevant if you don’t want to be 
forgotten. She also said that because of Instagram, her brand was featured on 
magazines, some prominent ones like Glamour. She updates her account almost daily 
with pictures, and has them piled up before hand and she posts them when she feels 
the time is right. I think that she will be able to talk about the contribution that 
Instagram has not only the creating the aesthetic of a brand, but also how it can grow 
quicker because of My topic is on the new forms of marketing that has developed in 
the digital age specifically through Twitter and Instagram. Because of the mass 
outreach and the easy use of programs like Twitter and Instagram, many companies 
have taken advantage of the simple accessibility to their consumers. However, I want 



to approach this topic from both the corporation and the consumer point of view; I 
would also want to learn why the people willingly follow accounts that they know are 
only going t try to promote and sell their product. Consumerism is now so ingrained 
into our culture and day-to-day lives, that we willingly make ourselves susceptible by 
choosing to follow such accounts. Another topic I want to explore is how these 
corporations veil their motives to promote and sell, by creating the funny and amusing 
personas, that add character and personality to their companies. 
 
One of the original examples that I gave was the Taco Bell Twitter account. The 
account has 1.51 million followers and it has tweeted over 42,300 times. However, 
Taco Bell uses their Twitter in a way that encourages dialogue with their followers, 
rather than only tweeting with the intention of selling. A lot of their feed are re-tweets 
from their followers, or they are replies to their followers. I think that Taco Bell is one 
of the companies that uses social media in a creative and effective way. It makes its 
presence be known, but it is also light hearted enough that it can use Twitter to create a 
bond with their consumers.  

 
While Twitter is one form of social media that interacts with its followers, Instagram is 
one that markets effectively by posting visual appealing photos to market their brand. 
This is why I believe that most companies that use Instagram are in the retail business. 
An article I found by Business Insider  is a piece titled, “These 20 Brands Have 
Mastered the Use of Instagram”. Going through the list, it was in fact a majority of 
fashion and retail brands such as: Bonobos, Warby Parker, Macy’s, Target Style, 
Adidas, Free People, Burberry. While these brands were listed the “most effective at 
using Instagram” because of their interactivity with followers, constant reposts, 
perpetuating the companies image through pictures, and including relatable posts of 
cups of coffee and lunch. But even with all those traits, the highest follower count 
among them is Burberry, which has 2.7 million followers. I then looked for other 
fashion and retail sites that would appeal the type of customers that would follow any 
of the brands listed. The best match with the highest number of followers was Forever 
21. Forever 21 has over 5.8 million followers, and even though it is a well known 
brand, it is not as popular or as praised as a brand like Burberry. Also, Forever 21 in 
comparison to similar to store accounts like H&M has almost double the followers. So 
if the list of Instagram accounts mentioned before work so hard to strategically gain 
followers and fans, how does Forever 21 do it so easily when it makes none of the 
same efforts 

 
 

A} Instagram: My theory is that Instagram first and foremost is more actively used by 
the young female community of social media users. I hypothesized this based on the 
aesthetics and interest to make their account more visually pleasing. Such as spending 
more time editing the photo, using other editing tools outside of what Instagram 
provides, as well posting more frequently, and posting images that are visually 
“pretty”. Such things include latte art, jewelry etc. And so that is why I made the 
observation that brands that appeal to women and girls, like Forever 21, are more 
likely to market on Instagram rather than Twitter. Not only because they have a ready 



platform and audience to use, but also because it is fashion. Fashion and retail, in order 
to sell, need to make the merchandise visually appealing. They need to make the 
image nice enough that simply by seeing its photo on Instagram will entice the user to 
go online or into their store.  This is actually a very easy and smart tactic used by these 
brands because Instagram is extremely easy to use and costs no money.  
 

i} Proof of this is Forever 21 having 5.9 million followers and posting, almost 
exclusively, images of women’s clothes and fashion. This would meant hat they 
know their own demographic, and so, see women as the priority audience to 
market to.  
 
ii} Another example that I am using as my case study is the Etsy brand Blush 
Bazaar, the name alone sounds soft and feminine and appealing mostly to women. 
However, the reason why I chose them is because they sell handmade party 
decoration ornaments and use Instagram as a main platform to advertise. They 
repost images taken by their clients with the ways they have used the products to 
decorate the party space, and so every single client has been a women.  
  

a}          b}   
The images above further support my theories, the left hand side shows that 
women are the main focus because out of the first nine images seen from visiting 
the page, only one is directed towards men. The on the right side, the suggested 
pages to follow are a model and an actress, then another fashion brand.  
 
Consumer vs. Brand (Instagram 
 



Brands make themselves appealing enough with the account that instead of having to put 
money and thought into a commercial or billboard, the people come to them and follow 
willingly 

• Forever 21: 5.9 million Instagram followers  
• Burberry: 2.8 million Instagram followers  
• TeamKanyeDaily: 96.8k followers 
• Blush Bazaar: 3952 followers 

My interest is with comparing brands based on their followers versus their level of 
luxury. Burberry and Forever 21 is a different spectrum of the scale in terms of price and 
availability. While Burberry is a more luxury and prestigious brand, why does it fall 
behind in the follower count.  
TeamKanyeDaily is an unofficial fan page for the rapper Kanye West. This are fans that 
re willingly devoting their time to market the music of an artist, while other fans follow 
and give in to the advertisement.  

 
 
I want to do a case study on an Etsy shop that my two friends created.  I want to ask how 
they use Instagram as the main tool to market their product/ brand. The list of questions I 
have drawn up so far are:  
1. Was the idea of making an Instagram account to market your brand a given from the 
start, or a decision made after the launch of the shop? 
2. How do you promote an image of your brand through Instagram? 
3. How do you use the account to interact with your customers? 
4. Has the account helped your brand grow in anyway, how? 
5. Do you use a Twitter, if so how does it help more or less than Instagram? If not, then 
why? 

 
 

B} Twitter: Twitter is text based and so I would argue that these are the type of 
information that is marketed through information, such as release dates, time 
frames, celebrities promoting a product, etc. Twitter also helps to market a brand 
rather than a product with is unlike Instagram. 



 
i} Everyone know what an Oreo tastes like, they already have their product 
marketed and easily available. However brands like Oreo are not marketing a 
product but rather competing to keep their brand relevant and prevalent. For 
example there was an article written no Oreo titled “ Eight Great Examples of 
Agile Marketing Form Oreo”:  
https://econsultancy.com/blog/63140-eight-great-examples-of-agile-marketing-
from-oreo/ . When looking at these images we see that they stay relevant to the 
times and try to use current events to sell and relate to the times and audience. 
Also, even though they are images, they are posted on their Twitter.   

  
  ii} Brands fit for Twitter, Not Instagram 
 
 
 

 
Other instances of how social media is helpful are for those who are attempting at 
becoming famous through YouTube or blogging. One YouTuber who I personally am 
subscribed to is HeyClaire, even though I don’t follow her on Twitter, she still uses the 
account (which has over 48k followers) to inform them about her videos when they are 
uploaded as well as using it as a tool to keep constant communication with her fans. 
 
iii} Customer Promotion 
I think the relation between the customer and the company stems from a shred love of the 
product, as well as how it fits culturally in the greater scale of media. For example when I 
was on the Taco Bell Twitter I saw something people tweeting at the account wearing a 
shirt the read “Taco Emoji” this is a form of marketing that is infusing the product and 
brand while still giving it a 21st century twist. A simple shirt by those means become 
relatable because it helps to create a brand that is relevant.  
 
iv} Gaining a Following and Self Promotion 
 
Twitter is most different from Instagram in its ability to form communication with 

people. Therefore YouTube “celebrities” who are really just average people are 
seen as something beyond normal, and because they are more willing to gain fame 
and respond to comments they receive on Twitter, this makes them more 
appealing to their audience. It gives the audience the feel of making a connection 
with someone who is well known on the internet. This gives those bloggers and 
YouTubers more of a reason to try to keep a presence on such social media. Also 
in certain cases they will make an attempt to follow back or keep up constant 
communication, which makes them like a distant friend. And that is what I think 
is key on Twitter, that lacks in the impersonality of Instagram. The connection 

 I discussed in my last list of data that Instagram is a platform more suited for 
Twitter. One of the franchises that I have already said is very smart with their use 
of twitter is Taco Bell. 



mae with a person or a brand makes them like a friend that is famous, and the 
admiration for that person or product is then amplified.   
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This is an article that is written about the influence that Instagram has on social media,  
by that extent also culture. The aspect of this article that I am most interested in, is that it 
touches on the idea of advertisement through Instagram. Though there are such things as 
sponsored posts, those are not the only ones that are aiming to advertise, any and every 
brand/ company that makes and Instagram account, makes it for the intention of easily 
and effective marketing..  

 
(2014, January 1). [Radio broadcast]. New York City : NPR News. 
 
This is an interview that faces the question of what the future of Twitter is. The main 
reason why I want to use this resource, is not because I agree with it, because I do not 
think that Twitter and Instagram could be interchangeable. However I do want to use the 
speaker on his explanation of how influential social media has actually become, and how 
it has become a commodity that is worth millions of dollars.  
 
Jin, S., & Phua, J. (2014). Following Celebrities’ Tweets About Brands: The  

Impact of Twitter-Based Electronic Word-of-Mouth on Consumers’ Source 
Credibility Perception, Buying Intention, and Social Identification With 
Celebrities. Journal of Advertising, 43(2), 181-195. Retrieved March 12, 2015, 
from Rutgers Indexes and Databases. 

 
This article shows how celebrity endorsements are no loner carried out through 
commercials and billboards, but also through social media. This article also explore the 
new world of Twitter marketing. It talks about how Twitter marketing is different from 
other traditional forms of it. However the articles also take into consideration theories 
such as social capital theory and social identity theory.  


